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THE ALOHA LIZARD VS. SUPERFLY 
                                         By Bonnie B. Witzgall 

 
In July 1991, AAI sponsored a two-week trip to Hawaii to see a Total Solar 
Eclipse.  Not only were my husband, Al, and I successful in viewing the 
celestial event, we were also very privileged to witness an astonishing inci-
dent of predator versus prey.  
  
Days after the eclipse, we found ourselves eating an early lunch in a local 
restaurant.  Because of the distinctive Hawaiian weather, we discovered 
that very few eating establishments had glass panes set within their win-
dow areas. Most places had square exposed areas cut out of the buildings’ 
walls completely open to the tropical breezes. On each side of these open 
areas were fancy wooden shutters attached to the inside walls to guard 
against tropical downpours or impending typhoons. Surprisingly, the place 
we chose for lunch had real panes of glass and familiar window frames in 
their dining room. This way their patrons could view the colorful expanse of 
tropical flowers and plants in their restaurant’s front garden, but not be sub-
jected to the local weather. 
   
Al and I sat at a small table by a window and admired the plants just out-
side the glass pane. There were countless giant vines of the pothos plant 
each with yellow and green leaves the size of placemats! There was also a 
green anole lizard perched on one of the branches very close to the glass 
window. This is the critter with the rotating eyeballs that targets unsuspect-
ing insects. It then launches an attack with a sticky flaying tongue. 
   
Being interested in all life forms, we admired this big-eyed lizard just out-
side our table. It was then we also noticed another native life form more 
familiar to us people from the mainland. A big common horse fly was quiet-
ly sitting inside the window on our window sill. This gray and black flying 
pest walked around in a tight circle on the right side of the window sill but 
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otherwise was unmoving and not a bother to us. We let it be as we indulged in our lunch.  
  
The anole lizard also spotted this big horse fly and planned his own eating campaign. Using his nim-
ble clawed feet, he slowly moved forward toward this innocent insect. The lizard pulled himself along 
the vine blending in with the green colors of the giant leaves and he moved as if gently swayed by 
Pacific breezes. The fly was unmoving and perhaps unaware of this looming attack, but was he really 
that naïve?... we wondered… 
   
We two humans sat like statues, absolutely fascinated by this enduring event playing out before our 
eyes. We stopped eating lunch and watched this action of predator versus prey.  We were witnessing 
a timeless act of survival, but this one had a high-tech twist!  
 
The lizard’s eyes targeted his unsuspecting victim. Spinning in opposite directions, his optical aiming 
system suddenly came together and focused as one on the quarry. The lizard’s body stopped moving 
and he felt the targeting computer rising in his reptilian brain. In an instant, the resolute lizard fired his 
great muscular tongue directly toward the motionless fly and …BANG! That wet and sticky organic 
weapon crumpled up against the glass window that stood between him and the fly.  
  
The lizard was dumbfounded! His tongue physically stung from the thump with the impervious glass 
and his ego was damaged by his failed mission. Al and I watched the lizard’s reaction to his lack of 
success, but like a programmed targeting machine, he reloaded and tried a second attack. Again, his 
eyes rotated around and locked onto this large horse fly. Again, the lizard’s tongue precisely zoomed 
to the fly’s hairy body and gossamer wings…and BANG! That darn transparent glass stopped the le-
thal strike in mid-spurt. 
   
We laughed at this historic encounter and surmised about the lizard’s thoughts: “A force shield! That 
common dirty rotten horse fly invented a force shield! These insects have cutting-edge technology!  
I’ll starve!”  Looking back on that experience, we still consider ourselves as fortunate witnesses. If 
only YouTube was available back in 1991, this episode of the SuperFly and the Hawaiian Force 
Shield would have gone viral.    





 

AN INCREDIBLE TRIP TO PHOTOGRAPH  

THE NORTHERN LIGHTS 
                                         By Mary Ducca, Nancy Twaskas, and Kathy Vaccari  
 

From November 2 to 9, 2018, we - Mary, Nancy and Kathy - traveled on Dr. Bill Gutsch's "Northern 
Lights" trip to Tromso, Norway. The trip was designed to observe and photograph the northern lights, 
or auroras, with some day excursions included to see the fjords. Nancy also took a boat ride to see 
humpback and killer whales. We also got a chance to see the two EISCAT’s (European Incoherent 
Scatter Scientific Association) UHF and VHF antennas. Norway is the heart of EISCAT’s mainland 
system. Tromso is located above the Arctic Circle on the west coast of Norway and is a prime area 
for viewing and photographing the northern lights. We flew from Newark Airport through Oslo to 
Tromso. We were told to be ready to go out once we arrived in Tromso since the northern lights were 
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looking promising to photograph that night along with good weather prospects. So after traveling 
overnight to Norway and with almost no sleep, we headed out by bus west of Tromso, then north. We 
traveled for over an hour until we came to a spot where we could set up our equipment. That was the 
first of five successful nights of being able to observe and photograph the northern lights.  

One of the interesting things about the northern lights is that most of the time when you observe them 
with the naked eye they look off-white and at times have only hints of color along some of the edges. 
It's a result of how the human eye works. The cones of our eyes work during the day and they detect 
color. At night the rods in our eyes work but are not good at detecting color. Consequently what we 
observed with our eyes was an off-white color. Camera lenses are much more sensitive to light. Once 
we started photographing the auroras we saw wonderful colors of mostly green and some red and 
violet! It was so exciting to see that first photograph in the camera’s LCD monitor capturing an aurora 
with colors. Each night seemed to get better for photographing. One night we even ended up in Fin-
land for observing and photographing. We also had daytime excursions to see the fjords. Since we 
were so far north, the Sun was rising around 8:00 am and setting around 2:30 pm daily. Consequently 
we had many hours of darkness. By December, Tromso would be in darkness for 24 hours for about 
8 weeks or so. It would be interesting to see how it feels living in total darkness for several weeks. 

This trip will be scheduled again around late October 2019. Whether you are a beginner at photog-
raphy or a seasoned veteran and have an interest in photographing the northern lights, we highly 
recommend this trip. If you don’t have a camera, no problem. With an app and a tripod, you can get 
pretty good pictures on your phone. Bill works with Terence Murtagh who is also an experienced au-
rora hunter. They provide additional guides who help you with setting up your equipment and recom-
mendations for picture-taking of the auroras. They were very friendly and so helpful. Enjoy the photo-
graph attached of one of the many pictures that Mary was able to take.           
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Mary Ducca (left) and Irene Greenstein (right) at the  

Goddard Spaceflight Center, Greenbelt, MD, October 16-17, 2018 

 

“AFTERSCHOOL UNIVERSE” 
By Mary Ducca and Irene Greenstein 

 

We attended a two day workshop in October to learn a program called “Afterschool Universe” intend-
ed for educators who work with middle school children in an afterschool setting. Since we represent-
ed Sperry Observatory, we felt the knowledge we gained could be used in our youth programs, our 
outreach programs, Astronomy Day, and potential summer school programs. 
 
According to their website, these are the goals of the program: 
 
Afterschool Universe is an out-of-school-time astronomy program targeted at middle school stu-
dents. It explores astronomy concepts through engaging hands-on activities and takes participants on 
a journey through the Universe beyond the solar system. This program is now widely available to af-
terschool program providers to run in your local communities. 
 
Middle school students are fascinated by the cosmos and topics such as star birth, star death, and 
black holes. But they rarely have an opportunity to explore that interest as the middle school curricu-
lum does not typically address these topics.  Afterschool Universe was developed to fill this niche 
as the middle school years are a critical time in the development of attitudes about science and ca-
reer options, especially in girls. By offering astronomy programming in out-of-school-time, where 
schedules are less constrained, we can engage students in science and keep them interested. 
 
There is a tremendous potential for teaching science and astronomy in the afterschool setting. Young 
people spend a large percentage of their time out of school and many of them do so in unstructured 
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and unsupervised ways. Afterschool programs often reach those who most need additional help and 
can be offered in a variety of settings where the students go when the school day is over. 
 
We were joined by about 40 other educators and librarians. Some were from as far away as Montana 
and as close as the town next door. We experienced their entire 13 lesson program, which is found 
online at their website:  www.afterschooluniverse.net. 
 
This was a very enjoyable two days that will enrich our backgrounds in reaching students in STEM. 
Our plan is to use this information in our programs through AAI, and to introduce their program to 
many others in our club who work with youth groups. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AAI's annual Astronomy Day will be held on Saturday, April 13, 2019. Our theme is "One Giant 
Leap!", the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing and walk.  

Planning began this past October and will continue right up until the big day! As in past years, we will 
be at Trailside Nature & Science Center in the afternoon from 1:00 to 4:00 pm and then at Sperry Ob-
servatory in the evening from 7:30 to 10:30 pm. Plans for the afternoon at Trailside include children's 
activities related to getting to and from the Moon, other astronomy-related crafts, safe solar observ-
ing, a children's read along about Neil Armstrong, a solar system walk, and presentations about the 
Moon, space travel, and meteorites. In the evening at Sperry, there will be a presentation on Apollo 
11 (the mission that first landed on the Moon) and the first Moon walk followed by door prizes and 
observing through AAI's two large telescopes. 

There are many opportunities to help plan for and/or volunteer at Astronomy Day. Monthly meetings 
are being held in the Observatory classroom which any member is welcome to attend. Look for an e-
mail indicating when our next meeting will be. We can also use members to help out at Trailside with 
the children's activities, greeting the public at the welcome table to hand out the day's program and 
talk about AAI, solar observing, etc. Qualified Observers (QOs) will be needed in the evening to help 
operate AAI's two telescopes for observing with the public. And AAI members will also be asked to 

 

ASTRONOMY DAY IS COMING! 
Saturday, April 13, 2019 

 

By Mary Ducca 
 

 

 

http://www.afterschooluniverse.net/
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come with their own telescopes and/or binoculars to do observing with the public around the sundial 
in the evening. 

The planning team has made a lot of progress but there is still more work to do. We are very excited 
about this year's Astronomy Day especially since it's the 50th anniversary of the first Moon walk! 
Please come and join us in helping out that day to educate the public about astronomy and AAI. If 
you would like to help in any way, please contact Mary Ducca at meducca@comcast.net.   

 

 
 

MARY DUCCA HONORED 
By Irene Greenstein 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Congratulations to our Mary Ducca for be-
coming a Life Member of AAI! 
 
At the November Executive Committee 
meeting, Mary was elected to the distin-
guished list of Life Members of AAI. She 
joins our honored members who have de-
voted unselfishly to the running of the 
club. Since joining AAI in November 1998, 
Mary has been our Displays and Presenta-
tions Chair bringing club members in on 
Friday nights to have them share their ex-
pertise with our members and the public. 
She has helped to encourage the younger 
generation by promoting youth classes by 
appointment to scouts and other 
groups.  She has also encouraged our out-
reach to schools and libraries in our coun-
ty.  As Vice President, for now her third 
year, Mary has brought outstanding speak-
ers from colleges to our monthly meet-
ings. Serving as president of AAI for three 
years, Mary has led our club in reaching 
even more of the public through Astronomy 
Days and NEAF. 
   
Like the post office, neither rain nor snow 
nor dead of night has deterred our Mary 
from being at Sperry for Friday nights, QO 
classes, research nights, and weekend 
meetings. She is truly deserving of this 
honor. 
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As sun-like stars evolve and expand to many times their size, inner rocky  
planets like Earth are engulfed by the star. Evidence for this process should 
be detectable as chemical enrichment in the star’s convective envelope. 

 

New Members
 

Amateur Astronomers, Inc. welcomes the following new members to our club since NOV 2018: 

  

Will Surgent   Myra Gatchlian   Donald Florio  Marc Stobinski 

Gilbert Starcher   Cristina Aguasvivas  Marie Florio  Sean Zweeves 

Sonia Tikoo-Schantz  Julian Aguasvivas  Chris Corso   Jerry Krassner 

Sarah Bottini   James Lyon    Amy Corso    

 
We hope you enjoy using Sperry Observatory and all the opportunities available to you as a member 
such as seminars, lectures, training, observing, and research. Our Qualified Observer course is a 
great place to start. It is equivalent to a college-level introduction to Astronomy, and it includes 
hands-on training on our 24-inch reflecting telescope. For this and other opportunities, check the 
Club Activities section of the website. 
 

Again, welcome to AAI!     Irene Greenstein, Membership Chair 

Next GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING:  FEBRUARY 15, 2019 
 

ROY SMITH THEATER - UCC CAMPUS    8:00 PM 
 
 
  
 

 

Evidence of  

Planetary Demise 

Melinda Soares-Furtado 

Department of Astrophysical Sciences 

Princeton University  
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Hello AAI, 
 
Your Executive Committee has been hard at work continuing to improve our club, but they cannot do 
it alone. We need your input and help to continue to grow AAI. Your Executive Committee has ap-
proved a new process for gathering ideas and taking a fresh look at what the club does. We are call-
ing it an Internal Review. With this process we are asking all members of AAI to comment and con-
tribute any ideas they have, no matter how outlandish or trivial they may seem, to the Executive 
Committee. All of these will be placed together into one document. The whole club will be invited to 
look at all the suggestions made and opportunities will be given for all of AAI to weigh in. 
   
AAI needs to hear from its members. To make this as easy as possible for all members we have cre-
ated an online form to submit comments and suggestions. Simply go to 
https://goo.gl/forms/nNPFECuwY22qH7n33 and fill out the form. You can fill it out as many times as 
you wish. The more we hear from you the better.  If you so choose you can remain anonymous with 
your suggestions.  Entering your name or email is not required  (unless you wish to  volunteer or re-
quest to hear back from the Executive Committee) and the form will not automatically collect any in-
formation about you.  
 
We are eagerly looking forward to receiving your ideas and suggestions.  
 
 

Clear Skies, 
 

Aaron Zuckerman 
 

President, AAI 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Letter From The President 
Aaron Zuckerman 

 

Member’s Handbook
 

If you have not already read it, take a look at AAI’s Members’ Handbook. It can be found on 
AAI’s website at www.asterism.org. On the Home Page click on About Us and scroll down 
to Members Handbook. It has a lot of detailed information about our committees. If you 
have an interest in helping out with any of the committees, please contact the committee 
chair. We are always looking for volunteers to be a part of these committees. You can find 
the committee chairpersons on the website. On the Home Page click on About Us and scroll 
down to AAI People. Then click on the committee you are interested in and you will be able 
to contact that committee chair. This is another way to meet members of AAI and make new 
friends! 

 

https://goo.gl/forms/nNPFECuwY22qH7n33
http://www.asterism.org/
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One of the big space news items from the end of 

2018 was the successful landing of the InSight mission on 

Mars. The landing was flawless and the probe landed on a 

flat, very level area of Mars as was intended. InSight's 

instruments were found to be in perfect order and the one 

key instrument of the mission, a seismometer, was placed 

on the surface. Another major part of the mission is a de-

vice that will be pushed into the ground and go down sev-

eral meters. This is to measure the thermal properties of 

the Martian surface. 

 

Some of you might be wondering why should   

anyone send a seismometer to Mars?  The simple answer 

is that seismometers can tell quite a bit about the interior 

of the planet they are on.  And this lesson was first learned 

here on Earth. 

On Earth 
Even though the ancient Chinese of the Eastern 

Han Dynasty had a crude device that could give them the 

rough direction an earthquake occurred in, true seismome-

ters would not be invented until 1880 when John Milne, a 

British scientist working in Japan, came up with a practi-

cal one and created a network of such devices.  In addition 

to detecting earthquakes, when arrival times of seismic 

waves were plotted, those events could be precisely locat-

ed, and in some cases, even what caused them could be 

distinguished. Nuclear tests such as those conducted by 

the United States and Soviet Union were easily identified 

in the seismic record and it was this method that was used 

to monitor compliance with test ban treaties. 

 

Natural earthquakes give off two basic kinds of 

seismic waves, identified by letters P (for Primary) and S 

(for Secondary).  These waves have different properties.  

P waves are the faster of the two and can travel through 

most substances. S waves are slower and cannot travel 

through liquids very well. By careful timing of these 

waves from various earthquakes, it has been possible for 

scientists to work out the internal structure of Earth, with a 

thin outer crust, a mantle, a liquid outer core composed of 

molten iron compounds, and a solid inner core of similar 

composition. 

The Moon 
When it looked like the Apollo program would 

succeed at landing astronauts on the Moon, it was a logi-

cal idea that the astronauts would set up seismometers at 

the landing sites.    That way, a seismic network would be 

 

 

 

 

 

 

set up on the Moon and the same techniques used to study 

the Earth's interior could be used for the Moon. This was 

done and by the time the Apollo program ended, there 

were four seismometers on the Moon which were left by 

Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16. These were operational until 

they were shut off in 1977. 

 

These instruments did have quite a bit to work 

with. Every time an Apollo mission left lunar orbit, the 

ascent stage of the lunar module was deliberately crashed 

into the Moon and generated an artificial Moonquake.  

The third stage of the Saturn V rockets used by the Apollo 

missions were also crashed into the Moon. The Moon also 

had natural seismic activity on its own as a result of tidal 

effects caused by the Earth. 

 

The results were that the Moon had a crust, a solid 

mantle with a partially fluid layer at the bottom, a tiny 

liquid outer core, and a very small solid inner core. How-

ever, the internal heat of the Moon is too weak to drive 

any activity and also explains the lack of a global magnet-

ic field. 

Mars 
Once it became possible to land probes on Mars, it 

was natural to consider using seismometers to study the 

internal properties of the planet. Since Mars has enormous 

volcanoes, a huge rift valley (Valles Marineris) and other 

features, interest was piqued as to whether or not Mars 

still had any detectable seismic activity.  

 

However, it wasn't easy to get seismometers to 

Mars or get them to work. The two Viking landers were 

equipped with seismometers. The one on Viking 1 failed 

to deploy. The seismometer on Viking 2 did deploy but 

hardly detected anything at all. The only signal possibly 

indicating a Marsquake was so ambiguous that wind vi-

bration of the lander could not be ruled out.   

 

The Russians tried with their Mars 96 mission.  

Among the items on this mission were two basketball- 

sized probes that would carry penetrators. These would 

separate from the main probe on arrival at Mars, fall 

through the atmosphere, and open up releasing the dart-

like penetrators which would burrow into the ground from 

the force of impact.  Unfortunately, Mars 96 never left 

Earth orbit and soon fell into the atmosphere.   

Stewart’s Skybox                                  by Stewart Meyers 
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The ill-fated Mars Polar Lander had a second 

probe that was equipped with penetrators that would im-

pact the surface and go in about three feet. They were 

equipped with seismometers. The sub-probe carrying the 

penetrators was deployed as it arrived at Mars and was 

never heard from again. 

 

 

InSight 

In 2012, NASA decided to try again to get a seis-

mometer on Mars. This was the origin of the InSight mis-

sion. It was based on the successful Phoenix lander that 

explored the Martian arctic. Learning from the problems 

of the Viking mission, the seismometer on InSight would 

be placed on the Martian surface away from the lander and 

be covered with a dome that would shield the instrument 

from the wind and temperature variations. InSight also 

carried a device that would burrow its way down through 

the Martian ground to a depth of at least three meters, 

preferably five, to measure the rate at which any Martian 

internal heat escapes to the surface. Also included was 

equipment to study the Martian weather, two cameras, 

plus a laser reflector to be used with any future Martian 

orbiter equipped with a laser to precisely locate the land-

ing site. 

 

The rotation and other properties of the motion of 

Mars will be studied by the radio signal InSight sends to 

Earth. Tiny variations in the signal will define these quan-

tities to a much greater precision than on any previous 

mission. 

 

On November 26th, InSight successfully landed in 

an area of Elysium Planitia that was almost perfectly flat 

and looked rather boring to people familiar with other 

missions.  But that was what was desired as a flat, level 

area would give the instruments the best chance to work.  

Being near the Martian equator allows the solar panels to 

maximize their energy output. 

 

While it appears that everything is in working or-

der on the lander, it is likely that it will not be successful 

in finding Marsquakes for one simple reason... 

 

“It's Seismically Dead, Jim.” 
While Mars has numerous volcanoes, many of 

them taller than the mountains we have on Earth, and the 

rift valley known as Valles Marineris is larger and deeper 

than anything found on Earth, there is no real evidence of 

any activity of a seismic nature in at least a billion years, 

maybe more. On top of that, Mars has no global magnetic 

field. This would indicate that whatever internal activity 

that powered these events has long since ceased. Another 

line of evidence that supports this is the fact that Mars is 

less dense than Earth. Being smaller and less dense means 

that Mars wound up with less radioactive elements to heat 

the interior. With little internal heat, there is nothing to 

drive any process that generates quakes. 

 

However, not all hope is lost for the mission.  

There are occasional impacts on Mars and some of these 

might be strong enough to generate vibrations that InSight 

could detect. The same would be true of the landslides 

seen every now and then on Mars. Some have even sug-

gested that Phobos might generate a tidal effect that could 

theoretically be detected. But that would depend on the 

internal properties of Mars, which are not well known. 

 

Another possibility might be the cooling down of 

Mars itself. As the interior cools, it contracts and this 

might generate vibrations that InSight could study. 

 

Of course, I could be wrong and Mars might have 

enough internal energy to generate some Marsquakes.  

One way or another, InSight should be able to answer that 

eventually. 

 

 



 

Artist conception  

of  InSight deployed on Mars 
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EMAIL CONTACTS 
 

president@asterism.org 
President of AAI 

 

editor@asterism.org 
Editor of The Asterism 

Kathy Wydner Kawalec, Editor 
 

Deadline for submissions to the newsletter 
is ~ two weeks prior to its next publication. 

 

membership@asterism.org 
AAI Membership Chair 

 

trustees@asterism.org 
All three Trustees of AAI 

 
 

exec@asterism.org 
Executive Committee plus  

Trustees 
 

QOs@asterism.org 
All Qualified Observers 

 

info@asterism.org 
AAI president, corresponding secretary, 

and computer services chair 
 

research@asterism.org 
Research Committee 

 

technical@asterism.org 
Technical Committee 

 

 
 

MEMBERSHIP DUES 
 

Regular Membership: $25 
Sustaining Membership: $40 
Sponsoring Membership: $55 
Family (12 Years Old and Up):   $10 
Youth (Under 12 Years of Age): $5 

 

Sky & Telescope:                 $32.95 
Astronomy subscription: $34 
 
(Subscription renewals to Sky & Telescope  
and Astronomy can be done directly by AAI 
members. See “Membership-Dues” on 
website for details.) 

 

AAI Dues can be paid in person to our 
Membership Chair, or by mail to:  AAI, 
PO Box 111, Garwood, NJ 07027-0111 

 

DOME DUTY 
 

Feb      15 Team C 
Feb      22 Team D 
Mar        1 Team E 
Mar        8 Team A 
Mar      15 Team B 
Mar      22                  Team C 
Mar      29 Team D  
 

FRIDAYS AT SPERRY 
 

February 22, 2019 
Apollo 9: The Debut of the 
Lunar Module  Al Witzgall 
 
March 1, 2019 
What’s Up: A Down to Earth 
Sky Guide  Kathy Vaccari  
 

March 8, 2019 
The Dread of Daylight Saving 
Time  Bonnie Witzgall 
 

All schedules above were accurate at 
time of publication. Please check 

www.asterism.org for latest information 
(click on "Club Activities") 

 









General Membership Meetings 
are held the third Friday of each 

month from September to May.         
 

On March 15, 2019  

our next speaker,    

Jillian Bellovary  
of CUNY-QCC will present  

Listening to the Universe with 

Gravitational Waves. 

 
 

 PLEASE JOIN US! 

MEMBER ONLY STAR PARTIES 

ARE HELD AT 

JENNY JUMP STATE PARK 

HOPE, NJ 

SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR 

mailto:president@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/editor@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/membership@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/trustees@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/exec@asterism.org
mailto:QOs@asterism.org
mailto:info@asterism.org
mailto:research@asterism.org
mailto:technical@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/www.asterism.org
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My new interactive eBook is fun and exciting!  You learn the solutions to four past astronomical mys-
teries yourself by viewing videos, controlling animations, and interacting with live Virtual-Reality ob-
jects that you turn with any pointing device, including fingers!  Now available on:  
 

 Lulu Press 
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-
interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030 

 Barnes and Noble 
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-
interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030 

 Apple iBooks 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/space-history-mysteries-solved/id1446476114?mt=11 

 …and soon on Amazon and Kobo. 
 

 

 
 

 

AAI MEMBER PUBLISHES EBOOK: 

“SPACE HISTORY MYSTERIES SOLVED” 
                                         By L. Wayne Buinis 

 

 

Reviewed by space artist Ron Miller: 
Dec 14, 2018  
 
A brilliant -- and fun! -- way to introduce young 
readers (and adults as well) not only to some 
of the more puzzling mysteries of the solar sys-
tem but to how scientists went about solving 
them ... or, in some cases, attempting to solve 
them. The hands-on experiences the book pro-
vides are not only fun to play with, they are a 
superb way to visually demonstrate how many 
different phenomena in the solar system work. 
The book also does a great job of introducing 
the importance of skepticism when observing 
something inexplicable or strange. The author 
shows how the mystery of the Martian canals 
came about, and how it was solved; how and 
why many astronomers thought there was a 
planet called "Vulcan" orbiting near the sun; 
how astronomers discovered the strange rota-
tion of the planet Mercury and discusses the 
weird phenomenon observed in the sky nearly 
900 years ago. My only real complaint is that 
there isn't more!  

 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/space-history-mysteries-solved-with-animation-and-interactive-virtual-reality-l-wayne-buinis/1130009884?ean=9780359271030
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/space-history-mysteries-solved/id1446476114?mt=11
javascript:void(0);
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Photo Gallery:  Capturing a Comet 

By Larry Russo  SQO 387  



After 20+ years learning and exploring with my 4.5” Palomar JR Newtonian, I decided to upgrade to a 
more modern scope. As an AAI club member I knew a few professional astronomers, one of whom 
sold telescopes right from his home in Scotch Plains - Mr. Roger Tuthill. I chose the Meade LX50 8” 
SCT on his custom designed Isostatic Mount. - with this scope I could further my learning, especially 
in astrophotography. At that time photography was all still done with 35mm film - B&W was cheap and 
easy. I took delivery from John Lowe, Tuthill’s assistant, and off I went further exploring the cosmos. 
 
I had heard about a comet, Hale-Bopp, passing Earth soon and it was supposed to be a huge celes-
tial event. I was ready. Scope set, camera set - I was learning on the go about exposure, tracking and 
more. This was truly hands on astronomy, no computer guidance to help me. Just my LX50 tracking 
in RA as I released the shutter. I did the best I could, with very limited knowledge. My point is that  
anyone can start with simple equipment. You gain some confidence and work your way up. That’s 
what I did and I learned a lot on my own. 
 
Here is the best photo I took of Hale-Bopp - a 2000 year period comet (1996/1997). Seeing it in the 
sky, naked eye was astounding. Having captured it was a small triumph for me! 
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Here is my Meade LX50 8” SCT on Tuthill’s Isostatic Mount - it’s rock solid. Never any vibrations. 
 

 
 

You can do it too - learn all you can hands on, read books, charts - use the computer later after you 
know the sky in your mind - it’s a far more rewarding experience. Trust me. 

 

     Larry wrote this article to be included in The Asterism newsletter prior to his passing. 
We hope you enjoy it and possibly take up photographing the night sky. 
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